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About This Game

(The creator of this game is Japan, so we use machine translation for foreign languages. The result of the translation is
"unintentional expression" or "incomprehensible", "some people are uncomfortable" It may be included.

In this case, please calm down and contact me.
I do not want to hurt anyone through this game. )

Japanese topics!
The latest work of the FPS viewpoint horror game series drawn with a quality that does not seem to be a game by high school

students is finally released to Steam!

■ Building full of tricks
It is getting dark inside the building, but you will be noticed by monsters when you turn on the power

Your decision will make a big difference in the future gaming experience ...

■ Monster appearance
Monsters appear suddenly

The appearance pattern is random each time and you can have different fresh gaming experiences

■ Collect items to avoid the crisis!
You can fight monsters

Useful weapons are falling into the building
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Let's kill monsters with weapons!

■ An important story begins
The truth which could not be told in the previous work will be revealed one after another ...

In addition, it is developed on the assumption that the person who has never played the first work can play safely.

■ This is the power of high school students
The high school student who developed the previous work "KENGOHAZARD" is currently developed alone
Based on the experience learned in previous studies, this work has evolved into the ultimate survival horror

In the trial version "KENGOHAZARD 2 Demo", YouTuber shouted for fear
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Title: KENGOHAZARD2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
K App.
Publisher:
K App.
Release Date: 25 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-3632QM Processor

Memory: 1200 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: It is possible to play even with a laptop without graphic board

English,Japanese
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I enjoyed this game :). abrams is best tank. Eddie Gluskin is my supreme gentleman <3. i love this game, it can be quite difficult
to master or even get the hang of at times but it makes it all the more fun when you can win at it :P. As a mathematician and
romantic, this visual novel stole my soul. I highly recommend it to anyone, even those not deeply engrossed or entertained by
mathematics, due to the amazing character devolopment throughout, epic conflicts, and the number of tears it has produced
despite me rarely crying.. Redneck Rampage is an interactive work of art about a man named Leonard who is going through a
painful experience, we follow him battling himself within his mind which is depicted by many in-game symbolisms, the
soundtrack and an overall feeling of sorrow. Redneck Rampage boasts the most amazing artwork, littered with ever-changing
vibrant colours utilised in varying alien shooting whilst weaving the undertones of sorrow, alcoholism and depression throughout
the game, making for an extremely unique and atmospheric experience.

Redneck Rampage is the perfect example of an atmospheric and story rich game that doesn't rely on words. It relies heavily on
its symbolism, artwork and an impeccable soundtrack. The combination of these three elements make for an completely
immersive experience. We, as the player are not told exactly what the protagonist is going through, although, there are some
hints if you find the extras in the game, it is left mainly to the player to interpret and I believe, an attempt to make the game
more relatable to more people, In which I also believe it succeeds in.

Despite such a substantial focus being on the artwork, the gameplay was not forgotten and it adds beautifully to the context of
the game. It features alien shooting that progress throughout the chapters, starting from shooting clone aliens, then dung aliens,
jacked-up aliens and to titt.y aliens, adding different elements that aid in maintaining player's interest and preventing repetitions.

I cannot recommend this game enough to those who are interested in story rich games with an appreciation for stunning design.
Redneck Rampage conveys exactly what it set out to do and does so beautifully. You will get many screenshots out of this game,
it is hard to resist!

10/10. When people talk about games as Art - this is it.. This game is not working, it says it is "running" but all I have is a black
screen? Also, I have to exit steam to get out of the game! What is the issue with this game?. I cannot currently recommend this
game. At the moment, it feels like a backwards step from the original nether. Performance is god awful (30 - 45fps on a Ryzen
2600 and Vega 56). The HUD looks blurry, and the nether are glitched pretty bad.
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It should be a fun game but the pace is so slow that it is just boring !

I just want to play 15 minutes and blow things up.... not to spend 2 h waiting my spacestation to move 2 clics. If you like soft
shooters, Head Shot is a good option, also if you want to unleash your anger for a while and relax. The idea is a cartoon style
game. In my opinion, the graphics could be much better but it goes with the developers desire I think. I like that retro(ish)
approach they gave to the game.

The gameplay is pretty nice, offers a variety of guns, easy to use, some of them, of course, more complicated but you know, is
just practised. Maybe some of them need fixes but for me is OK, we know the game is on early access and many things will be
improved.

The game doesn't have so many people playing yet. maybe that's because of the lack of publicity. With more people on the
servers will be much better and we could give more feedback to the developers.

I cannot forget to say Head Shot remembers me Team Fortress.

I encourage gamers to give more info and feedback so the game could be improved soon!. This game, like the previous 2
Avernum remakes, is a lo-fi gem. It takes the engaging story of the underground prison of Avernum and moves it into a vast and
open new world on the surface, lovingly rendered in adorable pixel sprites. The visual style and UI are undeniably retro, and
some people will skip it because of that--and there are also those who will dislike it because it is not exactly like its even more
retro predecessors, the original Avernum and Exile series. But for those who are willing to take it on its own terms, this game
has a lot to offer.

Whatever A3:RW lacks in technological sophistication, it more than makes up for in scope and charm. The world is vast and
there are dozens of places to explore and dungeons to find that no one ever tells you about or sends you to. It's up to you to find
them, and you'll be well-rewarded for doing so. There are handy job boards to pick up quests from, but you're as likely to get
them just shooting the breeze with the townsfolk or having a drink at the bar. And in the course of exploring the wilds you're
likely to find anything from wily dragonkin to malevolent bear-mages to talking spiders who like to kiss you on the knee. Even
just poking around the outside wall of a town is likely to yield a hidden bauble or two. If you love to explore and find surprises,
this game is for you.

The story of the game is epic in scope, with plenty of fantasy cliches: mad wizards, fantasy racism, and an Evil Empire. But
there are plenty of creative touches too, like the aforementioned talking spiders, to keep things fresh. This game, more so than
previous ones, also complicates the relationship between the Avernites and the Evil Empire. While you don't need to have
played the previous games to understand or enjoy this one, returning players will--without spoiling anything--probably feel the
frequent reversal of old friends and enemies more sharply.

It's not without flaws. While theoretically open to multi-classing, the attribute point and skill tree system highly incentivizes
specialization. If you feel like running a warrior who can also cast, it's best to limit them to buffing and curing spells and not
plan for them to be able to nuke things. And this game does not escape the classic RPG problem of warriors becoming
tremendously outclassed by AOE nukers by the game's end. But if you're playing on Normal difficulty, you should be able to
finish the game without anything close to a "perfect" build or party.

There's also the problem of endgame content that doesn't scale well for people who like to explore every nook and cranny. A
well-travelled, high-level party will swat endgame enemies aside like flies and the game loses most of its challenge by the final
act. This can be somewhat mitigated by moving up a difficulty level, however.

Finally... there are block-sliding and beam-directing dungeon puzzles. I guess someone out there must like them, but I loathe
these tedious roadblocks in any RPG and they are no better here.

But even with those complaints, there's just so much good stuff here that it's hard not to love this game. It takes everything good
about the previous Avernum remakes and brings it to a vast new world. Of the Avernum, Geneforge, and Avadon series, this is
my favorite Spiderweb game so far. If you're retro-friendly, this company and this game in particular deserve your attention..
Enjoy the music when playing the game and I'd happily listen to it separately too. Would actually work quite well when playing
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other games (the Settlers 2 comes to mind, old as it is!).. It's called One Ship Two Ship Redshift Blueshift for god's sake

Buy it.

. Extremely disillusioned with this game. I bought WOS 3 a few months back and fell in love! Amazing simulator, super
realistic. When I found out WOS 4 was coming out I HAD to get it. Now that I bought it I extremely regret this purchase. First
off, I have a pretty good computer that runs well with almost all of my games (including WOS 3 which worked flawlessly). As
soon as I installed WOS 4 it told me that my graphics card was insufficient. When I began playing the game it started lagging
like crazy. The people in the game look terrible. TML spent more time trying to design the depot and the cafeteria that they
forgot about the actual train driving. There is NO CAB SWAY, the train is stuck to the floor! The train accelerates
unrealistically fast and the braking is also very unrealistic. WOS 3 is an amazing sim but WOS 4, complete disaster in my
opinion. If I could get a refund, I would.
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